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ABSTRACT
RESURGENCE IN DOGS
By
Monica Jones
After a long tradition of using aversive training techniques, animal trainers have now widely
adopted science-based methods using positive reinforcement. The field of applied behavior
analysis routinely employs procedures to preempt problem behaviors by establishing and
maintaining more acceptable alternative behaviors. Previous studies have shown that some of
these procedures can nevertheless result in recurrence of original problematic behavior once
training is completed and reinforcement of the alternative behavior is discontinued, a
phenomenon called “resurgence.” Although observed in many species (e.g., rats, fish, and
humans), resurgence has not been demonstrated with dogs, one of the most commonly trained
animals in the world. Five experimentally naïve dogs served in the present study. Four were first
trained to perform an arbitrary target behavior, which subsequently was extinguished completely,
and then, an alternative target behavior was reinforced in its place. When reinforcement for both
behaviors then was discontinued, none of these dogs showed resurgence as expected from the
literature. A fifth dog with an existing minor problem behavior (begging) was taught a more
acceptable alternative behavior (lying in a dog bed across the room). When that new behavior
was subjected to extinction, the previous problem behavior recurred as expected. Finally, when
the recurring begging was also subjected to extinction, lying in bed then returned and was
successfully recaptured (maintained) through reinforcement. The results of these experiments
suggest that resurgence does occur in dogs, but the specific contingencies of reinforcement
employed to establish the competing repertoires are critical to producing the phenomenon.
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Introduction
Resurgence is defined as the recurrence of previously established but not currently
occurring behavior, when reinforcement conditions of a current behavior are worsened (Lattal,
et. al., 2017). In 1980, one of the first experiments was conducted to explore resurgence in dot
pecking behavior of pigeons. This study concluded that resurgence was a replicable phenomenon
that was not easily accounted for by the knowledge of operant or respondent behavior of the time
(Epstein & Skinner, 1980). A few years later Epstein wrote that knowledge of resurgence may
have potential application in multiple areas, including improved therapies, an explanation of
foraging strategies of animals, and problem solving (Epstein, 1985).
Resurgence has several implications in the field of applied behavior analysis, most of
which involve situations during which the goal is to stop a problem behavior from occurring, and
later reoccurring. Differential reinforcement of alternative behavior (DRA) and differential
reinforcement of other behavior (DRO) procedures are commonly used to get an organism to
engage in a more acceptable or appropriate behavior in place of an inappropriate one (a
“problem” behavior). During a DRA procedure, only a specific behavior is reinforced, while
during a DRO, any behavior other than the problem behavior is reinforced. These types of
procedures have been used as treatments for problem behavior in both developmentally
challenged people, and a variety of animal species such as baboons, horses, and dogs (Dorey,
Rosales‐Ruiz, Smith, Lovelace, & Roane, 2009 & Fox, Adam, Devon, & Belding, 2015 &
Protopopova, Kisten, & Wynne, 2016). Although effective while the treatment is in progress, the
results do not necessarily last when the treatment ends. Resurgence comes into play once the
problem is no longer displayed, is assumed “fixed,” and so the training/treatment stops, usually
with the appropriate alternative behavior no longer reinforced. When this happens, the alternative
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behavior undergoes extinction, and the original problem behavior is then likely to resurge. Mace.
et al., 2010 found that overall, these DRA treatments often end up contributing to the persistence
of unwanted behaviors. Resurgence may be a serious problem in clinical and applied settings as
it plays a major role in post-treatment relapse of undesirable behavior.
Although resurgence has been studied in small animals in the laboratory, it has not been
so well studied in applied settings with animals, despite the fact that multiple investigators have
looked at resurgence in humans with developmental disabilities (Mace. et. al., 2010, and Gratz,
Wilson, & Glassford, 2018). Animal training is one field that has become heavily dependent on
applied behavior analysis, but with very little systematic formal research. With animal training
moving towards more science-based techniques, it is important to understand the possible
downsides of these methods. DRA is likely to be recommended as a solution to problem
behavior, but it would be beneficial to know as well how to limit resurgence of that behavior.
The present study attempted to determine whether conducting and then ending a DRA
procedure could produce resurgence in dogs, a species for whom resurgence apparently has not
been studied previously. Four dogs served in the experiment to answer this basic question.
Additionally, a fifth dog participated in a translational version of the experiment, providing
evidence that resurgence theory can be applied to real world training situations. It was expected
that resurgence would occur, and then stop, when alternative reinforcement is resumed. This
represented failure to adhere to a DRA behavior change program, something very commonly
seen among pet owners. This dog had an uncertain history of reinforcement with a problem
behavior (begging) that it regularly engaged in. A DRA procedure was then used to replace the
problem behavior (begging) with one more acceptable to the owner (laying in its bed across the
room). If the reinforcement for this new alternative behavior were discontinued, the original
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problem behavior would be likely to recur. The present study could extend the species appearing
in the current literature to dogs, one of the most popular pets on the planet. If resurgence were
found to occur in these dogs, it might also indicate ways in which training methods could be
altered to take advantage of the potential for resurgence as a programmatic training strategy.
This thesis follows the formatting guidelines set by both the sixth edition of the
Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (APA), and Northern Michigan
University (NMU) Office of Graduate Education and Research’s Guide to the
Preparation of Theses.
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Literature Review
Resurgence is a robust, reinforcement history-based phenomenon (Lieving & Lattal,
2003), that has been proven to occur reliably in a large number of laboratory experiments. In
applied settings, it is often looked at as relapse of problem behavior occurring after various types
of treatments. Additionally, there seems to be no way to prevent it from occurring after an
alternative behavior is reinforced and when extinction phases are administered.
Resurgence testing commonly consists of three phases (Lattal, et al. 2017, Nighbor, et al.
2018). The first phase involves reinforcing a target behavior, which will be the behavior
expected to later resurge. The second phase occurs when an alternative behavior or behaviors are
reinforced, and the original behavior undergoes extinction. This second phase is sometimes
broken down into two parts or additional phases, as in this study. During the first part, no
reinforcement is available for either behavior, and during the second part, alternative
reinforcement becomes available (see Lieving & Lattal 2003, Cleland, Foster & Temple 2000).
The third phase consists of the actual test for resurgence (Lattal, et al. 2017). No reinforcement is
available for either behavior while the number of occurrences of the first target behavior is
measured as resurgence. Resurgence procedures normally occur over extended time frames, with
each phase lasting many sessions (Bai, Cowi, & Podlesnik 2017). The great majority of studies
conducted on resurgence have used either the number of occurrences of the first behavior or the
response rate to measure resurgence, however the duration, magnitude and latency to the onset
may also be helpful measures (Lattal & St. Peter Pipkin, 2009).
Although usually studied in experimental settings, knowledge of resurgence has many
potential clinical applications. The phases used in resurgence testing are incredibly similar to
those commonly used by behavior analysts to reduce problem behavior in both humans and
animals. Interestingly, despite nearly identical procedures, resurgence testing results in a
4

behavior reoccurring, though the goal of behavioral change programs is often to stop a behavior
from reoccurring at all. This is why it is important to understand the phenomenon and how
exactly it relates in applied settings so more effective treatments can be implemented.
Early Work
In 1980, Skinner and Epstein conducted one of the first experiments on resurgence,
specifically the resurgence of key pecking behavior in pigeons. To test this, they conducted three
experiments. In the first experiment, two Racing Homer pigeons underwent fifty-two sessions
pairing dot-pecking with food, then an extinction period where food was delivered independently
from dot-pecking, followed by sessions where no food was available. For the second experiment,
three naive Silver King pigeons experienced twenty to twenty-five sessions of the dot paired
with food, followed by extinction of the dot-pecking (performed by presenting the food and dot
independently), which concluded with no food presentation. The third experiment was
replication of the first, but with White Carneaux pigeons, to make certain that the phenomenon
was replicable with other types of pigeons. The study concluded that resurgence was a replicable
phenomenon that was not easily accounted for by the current knowledge of operant or
respondent behavior (Epstein & Skinner, 1980).
In 1983, Epstein published Resurgence of previously reinforced behavior during
extinction. This experiment aimed at exploring resurgence when a previously reinforced
behavior response was subjected to extinction. This was the first study to explore this aspect of
resurgence. In previous work, either the target behavior was not extinguished while the
alternative behavior was reinforced, or there was nothing established to distinguish resurgence
from a so-called “frustration effect” (Epstein, 1983). In this experiment pigeon key-pecking was
extinguished for one to twelve trials before the reinforcement of an alternative behavior was
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enstated. After the second phase (reinforcement of an alternative behavior, i.e., pecking on an
alternative key), Epstein (1983), found that pecking resumed on the key historically correlated
with reinforcement. He also noticed that the higher the rate of the alternative response, the longer
the time between its last reinforcement and the first peck on the originally targeted key. Lastly,
this study found that large effects occurred by the first post-extinction session. A few years later
Epstein stated that knowledge of resurgence may have potential applications in multiple areas,
including improvement of therapies, explanations of foraging strategies of animals, and problem
solving (Epstein, 1985).
Resurgence: Important for problem Solving
Epstein was first to propose that resurgence may be important for problem solving. When
faced with new problems an organism is likely to engage immediately in previous behaviors that
were once reinforced in more or less similar circumstances (Epstein 1985, 1991). He discussed a
scenario in which someone is presented with a doorknob. They are expected to go through a
series of behaviors such as twisting the knob in both directions, pushing, and pulling the knob,
all of which have worked at some point in the person’s past. Epstein (1985) proposed that
exploring this further would allow us both to come up with plausible explanations of behavioral
phenomena and to accurately predict reoccurrences of past behaviors in new situations. Epstein
also wrote about a possible relation between Sigmund Freud’s idea of regression and resurgence.
He suggested that the phenomenon described by Freud was actually one of the clearest cases of
resurgence (Epstein 2015).
Renewal and Resurgence
A likely contributor to the reoccurrence of problem behavior after treatment is so-called
“renewal.” Renewal occurs when contextual stimuli (or entire environments) present during the
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extinction of an operant response are changed (Sweeney & Shahan, 2015). There are three main
renewal procedures (designated ABA, AAB, and ABC) used in studies with extinction (Bouton,
Winterbauer & Todd, 2012).
ABA renewal procedures involve teaching the alternative behavior in a different context
(B) before the organism is returned to its baseline context (A), i.e., the context in which the
target behavior originally occurred. This procedure is most like that seen commonly in treatment
situations for problem behaviors in applied settings with humans.
A few studies have attempted to determine the effects of renewal and resurgence
procedures together. Kincaid, Lattal & Spence (2015), found that ABA renewal procedures
resulted in higher levels of resurgence, what they called “super-resurgence.” Another study,
comprising three experiments (a clinical example, a rat model, and a clinical test) found that in
both the rat model and the clinical test, persistence-strengthening effects of DRA were reduced
or avoided by conducting the procedure in a context different from the one where the unwanted
behavior was originally reinforced (Mace, et. al., 2010). In another study, Nighbor, Kincaid,
O'Hearn, and Lattal, (2018), compared ABA, AAB and ABC procedures. In the ABA
procedure, the Phase 2 occurred in an environmental context different from the first and third
phases. In the AAB procedure the third phase occurred in an environmental context different
from the first and second. In the ABC procedure, all three phases of the procedure took place in
different environmental contexts (Nighbor, et al.). They concluded that their results supported
the assertion that the effects of combined ABC renewal and resurgence procedures are weaker
effects than combined ABA renewal and resurgence procedures.
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Other variables affecting resurgence
Aside from the environmental contexts surrounding resurgence testing, there are many
other variables that may affect the strength of resurgence. These include the number of sessions,
the particular reinforcers delivered at different phases, the timing and extent of the extinction
phase, types of schedules used, rates of responding, rates of reinforcement, genetics, and more.
Winterbauer, Lucke, and Bouton, (2013), conducted three experiments to assess the
effects of certain variables on resurgence in rats. These variables included the length of training
phase, a random ratio (RR) schedule of reinforcement vs a yoked variable interval (VI) schedule,
and different types of reinforcers. The first experiment found that resurgence was stronger after
twelve, as opposed to four sessions of Phase 1, during which the target behavior was established
and maintained by reinforcement. Additionally, they found that the RR schedule produced more
responding than the VI schedule during both Phase 1 and extinction testing, despite the VI
schedule being yoked to match the reinforcement rate of the RR group. They suggest that the
final rate of responding during Phase 1 was more important than the reinforcement rate in
predicting the level of resurgence.
Reinforcing the alternative behavior for an extended period of time as compared to
reinforcement of the target behavior may also affect the strength of resurgence. In their second
experiment, Winterbauer, et al., (2013), found that the number of Phase 2 sessions (establishment
and reinforcement of an alternative behavior) had no significant effect on the strength of
resurgence. This contrasts with the findings of Leitenberg, Rawson, and Mulick, (1975), who
found that when five Phase 1 sessions were followed by twenty-seven Phase 2 sessions, the level
of resurgence decreased.
The completeness and timing since the first extinction phase are likely to have an effect
on the strength of resurgence. Rawson, Leitenberg, Mulick, & Lefebvre (1977) found that in
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their rats, the more complete the extinction was, the less resurgence occurred. They suggest that
the high-frequency reinforcement of alternative behavior during extinction of the original
behavior phase may be similar to procedures which physically prevent rats from experiencing
extinction (Rawson, et al. 1977). Although more recently published articles have included a
full/complete extinction in the definition of the phenomenon, Epstein (2015), argues that this
limits the phenomenon, and that extinction is never really complete.
The type of reinforcer administered during different phases of resurgence testing may
have an effect on the level of resurgence and could represent a context change. A few studies
have attempted to confirm this, with some results supporting the idea, and others not. For
example, Winterbauer, et al., (2013), found that the type of reinforcer (grain or sucrose pellet)
had no effect on the strength of resurgence in rats.
Reinforcement rate also seems to affect resurgence. In their third experiment,
Leitenberg, Rawson & Mulick (1975) compared a 4-minute variable interval (VI) schedule of
reinforcement for the alternative behavior with a 30-second VI schedule of reinforcement. The
4-minute VI schedule did not suppress rates of the original target behavior during Phase 2 and
did not result in a significant resumption of such responding in Phase 3. The VI 30-second
schedule of reinforcement for the alternative behavior resulted in suppression of the original
target behavior in Phase 2, and an increase in extinction responding in Phase 3 (Leitenberg,
Rawson & Mulick, 1975). Craig & Shahan (2016) found that resurgence did not occur at all in
rats that had experienced low-rate alternative reinforcement during Phase 2. They suggested that
the low-rate alternative-reinforcement context was not sufficiently discriminable from the Phase
3 (extinction) context to produce resurgence (Craig & Shahan, 2016). Schepers & Bouton
(2015) found that they could weaken resurgence by using either forward thinning, or reverse
thinning rates of reinforcement during Phase 2, as opposed to consistent rich rate of
9

reinforcement during the phase. Overall, the literature suggests that high rates of reinforcement
during Phase 2 produce more robust resurgence.
Another factor that may affect resurgence is the type of procedure used. P. da Silva,
Cancado and Lattal, (2014) were able to produce resurgence in betta fish using so-called DRA
and DRO schedules. As noted earlier, both DRAs and DROs administered during the second
phase of resurgence testing can be used to study resurgence. Under a Differential Reinforcement
of Alternative Behavior (DRA) schedule, a specified behavior that differs from the target
behavior is reinforced, while under a DRO , reinforcement follows any behavior other than the
target behavior, and therefore potentially more behaviors. Investigators who use DROs (e.g.,
Nighbor, et. al. 2018), discuss the possible differences in results that could occur from using this
other treatment. Doughty, da Silva, and Lattal (2007), conducted five experiments aimed at
exploring how differential resurgence results from the procedures used to eliminate that
responding. They found that the reinforcement of an alternative key-peck response was more
effective at reducing subsequent key-peck resurgence than a DRO treatment or a treadle press.
Although they found this to be the case, there is not enough evidence to say whether or not a
DRO or DRA schedule produces more or less resurgence.
Another factor that could potentially affect resurgence is an individual’s genetic make-up.
Zebrafish are a model organism with complete sequencing of their genomes. These fish are
studied in multiple fields including biomedical research and genetics. Resurgence in zebrafish
behavior opens the possibility of assessing interactions between biological and behavioral factors
influencing relapse/resurgence (Kuroda, Mizutani, Cançado, & Podlesnik, 2017). Kuroda, et. al.
(2017) were able to produce resurgence in 10 out of 13 zebrafish in their study, suggesting that
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something unaccounted for affected some of the fish’s behavior differently. It was unclear
whether such differences were in the fishes’ individual resistances to extinction, or in the
hierarchic control of behavioral variation in the face of extinction. Protopopova, Hall & Wynne
(2014) found that dog breed type may matter when it comes to resistance to extinction. In their
study, hounds and working breeds were more resistant to the effects of extinction than were
terriers or herders (Protopopova et al, 2014), suggesting that there may be genetic factors among
these selectively bred types that make them respond differently to extinction conditions, and
hence their likelihood of showing resurgence under those conditions. Although there are a few
studies that suggest explicitly that genetic factors affect resurgence, more research needs to be
conducted explicitly to explore this possibility further.
Applied Resurgence
Although studied most frequently in laboratory settings, there have been a few studies of
resurgence conducted in an applied or clinical setting. The studies that have been conducted all
were done with human subjects. Gratz, Wilson, & Glassford (2018), found that when problem
behavior is reinforced at the same rate as mand(s) (a request for something the speaker wants)
given to developmentally disabled children, there will be an increase in the resistance to
extinction of the problem behavior. Volkert et al. (2009) found that in the classroom setting,
problem behavior re-emerged in four out of five of their participants when the communicative
response of functional communication training was exposed to extinction on thin schedules of
reinforcement. The literature does not include any publications that looked at resurgence in any
of the domestic species, commonly kept as pets in applied settings.
More popular in the applied literature are studies looking at resurgence under a different
term. “Resurgence”, “renewal”, “relapse”, “reinstatement”, and “spontaneous recovery” are all
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terms used to describe the reoccurrence of behavior, depending on the circumstance that
provokes it (Lattal & Wacker, 2015; Shahan, 2020). Lieving et al. (2004) examined the
generality of typical laboratory studied resurgence to nonlaboratory conditions and clinical
populations by demonstrating the resurgence effect within response-class hierarchies of two
children. They found that resurgence did occur within response-class hierarchies for both of
their subjects. When the reinforcement contingencies were removed for one topography (form)
of problem behavior, there was recovery of previously reinforced topographies (Lieving, et al.
2004). The clinical procedure used in Lieving’s experiment differed from the those typically
seen in laboratory settings (such as Epstein 1985), in that the previous topographies were not
completely extinguished before reinforcement of the alternative behavior began.
Despite the sparse literature under the specific term, resurgence or other recurrence
phenomena could have many implications in different applied settings with humans. One of
these includes the clinical settings where DRA interventions are often implemented to replace
an inappropriate behavior with a more appropriate one. These patients/clients may be
vulnerable to resurgence due to the similarities of their DRA procedures and common
resurgence procedures. Therefore, it is important for practitioners to understand how resurgence
can be evaluated, reduced, and possibly even avoided altogether (Kestner, Peterson & Wacker
2017). Additionally, there may be situations where resurgence could be useful. St. Peter (2015)
suggests that a treatment plan may be designed in a way that results in resurgence of another
appropriate response before the resurgence of an inappropriate/problem behavior occurs.
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Resurgence in Experimental Animal Training
Resurgence has several implications in the field of applied behavior analysis, most of
which involve situations during which the goal is to stop a problem behavior from occurring and
later reoccurring. Differential reinforcement of alternative behavior (DRA) and differential
reinforcement of other behavior (DRO) procedures are commonly used to get an organism to
engage in a more acceptable or appropriate behavior in place of an inappropriate one (a
“problem” behavior). These types of procedures have been used as treatments for problem
behavior in both developmentally challenged people, and in a variety of animal species such as
baboons, horses, and dogs (Dorey, Rosales‐Ruiz, Smith, Lovelace, & Roane, 2009,). Although
effective while the treatment is in progress, the results do not necessarily last. Resurgence comes
into play once the problem is no longer displayed, is assumed fixed, and the training/treatment
stops, meaning that the appropriate alternative behavior is no longer reinforced. When this
happens, the alternative behavior is put on extinction and the original problem behavior is likely
to resurge. Mace. et al., 2010 found that overall, these DRA treatments often end up contributing
to the persistence of unwanted target behaviors. Resurgence may be a serious problem in clinical
and applied settings as it plays a major role in post-treatment relapse of undesirable behavior.
Resurgence has been observed in multiple non-human vertebrates including pigeons, rats,
chickens (Cleland B., Foster T. M. & Temple W. 2000) and fish (Kuroda, et al. 2017). Even
though behaviorally analytic approaches had been used to successfully reduce problem behavior
in a variety of animals, no one has looked at the eventual recurrence of that behavior after
treatment, as they have done with human subjects (where it is referred to as “relapse”).
Although resurgence has been studied in small animals in the laboratory, it has not been
looked at in applied settings with animals, despite the fact that some studies have looked at
resurgence in humans with developmental disabilities (Mace. et. al., 2010, and Gratz, et al.,
13

2018). Determining how resurgence looks in an applied setting with dogs can benefit both dog
owners, and the dogs themselves. As traditional training techniques based on negative
reinforcement and punishment are being replaced by more modern ones using primarily positive
reinforcement, it is important to learn about the resurgence that may result from these newer
procedures, and what it might mean for training our pets and our working dogs.
Methods
Subjects
Four experimentally naïve dogs, volunteered by their owners, participated in Experiment
1. They were Zeus, an 8 year old male pit bull mix, Boomer, an 8 year old male pit bull mix, Lil
a 4 year old female pit bull mix, and Kya, a 5 year old female mixed breed dog. These dogs had
varying levels of training and different past experiences. All the dogs were at least two years of
age, had no record of aggression towards humans, and had a current rabies vaccinations. Finally,
all the dogs’ owners had them for over a year by the time the experiment began. The behaviors
trained during this study were discussed with the dogs’ owners to confirm that none of the dogs
had a previous history with any of the behaviors. The behaviors selected included ringing a bell,
touching or licking a target, backing up, and turning in a circle. One dog, Oreo, a 4-year-old
Chihuahua mix, was chosen to participate in the second part of this experiment and had a preexisting, non-dangerous problem behavior (begging for food at the couch) with an uncrtain
history.
This study was approved by NMU’s IACUC. The researcher also completed the
following CITI training courses: Working with IACUC and Working with Dogs in research
settings. The dogs’ care remained the responsibility of the owners throughout the study. The
owners were instructed to maintain their regular mealtimes, diets, and exercise, and to make no
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changes to the dogs’ home environments while the study was being conducted. The owners also
signed informed consent forms, which permitted their dogs’ participation in the study, allowed
sessions to take place in their homes, and informed them of the fact that they could remove their
dogs from the study at any time and for any reason.
Materials
The researcher had a clicker, timer, chosen reinforcers, a video camera/phone, and any
session materials required for the specific behaviors (bell, target etc.). The clicker was a standard
dog clicker purchased from PetSmart. The owners approved of treats or other reinforcers used in
the preference assessment. These were carrot, cucumber, kibble and black beans for Subjects 1
and 2 (Zeus and Boomer), as their owners were concerned about their dogs' possible weight
gain . Carrot, kibble, unseasoned chicken, and hard boiled eggs were the chosen reinforcers for
Subjects 3 and 4 (Lil and Kya). Subject 5, Oreo, did not have a preference assessment and a mix
of dog-safe ‘people food’ and dog treats (his regular diet) was used as his reinforcer as the
owner instructed.
A cellphone with sound recording was set up on a tripod prior to sessions in the training
space. The session space was re-assembled before every session. Before each session, any
distracting items in the space either were either picked up, or moved into another room. During
sessions in homes with other dogs, the other dogs were moved to another room if it was likely to
disrupt the session. The other dogs were given toys, bones or food dispensing balls to keep them
busy and quiet during the sessions.

15

Procedure

Figure 1. Depicts the procedure process for both Experiment
1 and 2. Blue boxes indicate single sessions. Green boxes
represent phases during which reinforcement is available
while Yellow boxes represent extinction phases during which
no reinforcement is available.
Before the phases of the two experiments began, the dogs underwent three preexperiment conditions. These consisted of: 1) a baseline; 2) a preference or reinforcer
assessment: and 3) initial clicker training or “loading the clicker” (establishing the clicking
sound as a conditioned reinforcer). Loading the clicker consisted of thirty reinforcers being
paired with the clicker for each dog. The baseline, preference and reinforcer assessment and
initial clicker training all consisted of a single session.
16

When the appropriate behavior for a phase was performed, the dog was provided with a
click, and the food reinforcer was either thrown onto the ground in front of the dog or presented
in the researcher’s hand. Subjects 2 and 4 (Boomer and Kya) were thrown reinforcers as they
were very quick to eat their reinforcers and could have easily nipped the researcher’s hand.
Subject 1 (Zeus) had his reinforcers present in the experimenter’s hand because he was
missing an eye and took a very long time to find food thrown on the floor. Subject 3 (Lil) had
mixed delivery of reinforcers as at first, she was very shy and seemed frightened when food
items were thrown near her. When the dogs received a click, they were given a reinforcer every
time that the behavior is displayed (a fixed ratio 1 schedule of reinforcement). During the
extinction phases, no clicks or other known reinforcement was administered.
Experiment I.
All phases of training, including the baseline, occurred in a non-distracting, comfortable
room in the dogs’ homes. The number of sessions in each phase was determined for each dog
individually based on the dog’s learning speed, complexity of the behavior, and number of
sessions required to either reach fluency (smooth and immediate performance of the behavior),
or complete extinction (the behavior no longer occurring for a full session).
Baseline (session 1): Baseline data was collected to make sure that the dogs did not already
display any of the behaviors with the materials before they were trained. For each dog, a number
of chosen materials was placed in the space, some of which will be required to perform the
behaviors to be trained. No experimenter-delivered reinforcement was available during this
period.
Paired-Stimulus Preference Assessment (session 2): Before any training sessions began, a pairedstimulus preference assessment was given to each dog to determine which of several owner
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approved foods was most likely to function as a reinforcer for that particular dog. During this
procedure, four stimuli were presented in pairs. Every stimulus was presented with every other
stimulus in a trail, four times. This meant that there were 24 presentations total to each dog. For
each trial, a given pair was placed in bowls about two feet away from each other at an equal
distance from the dog. Whichever the dog consumed first was marked as the preferred stimulus
for that trial. At the end of all the preference trials, the item, or items, that were chosen most
frequently were selected to be used as a reinforcer in the training sessions.
Loading the clicker (session 3+): Training to “load the clicker” occurred for one session. This
training established the click as a secondary reinforcer (associated with food). This was achieved
by immediately following the sound of the clicker with presentation of the primary reinforcer
(e.g., an edible treat). This pairing occurred thirty times in one ten-minute session. The pairings
occurred on average every twenty seconds but varied between ten and forty seconds. No pairings
occurred while the dog was engaging in any unwanted behaviors (barking, touching the
researcher, etc.).
Phase 1-Target behavior: During phase 1 the dog was trained to perform a new behavior.
Sessions lasted ten minutes each. The first sessions consisted of shaping the behavior by
reinforcing successive approximations to the goal. Once the targeted behavior was trained,
sessions continued until the rate of responses remained relatively stable for three sessions in a
row.
The target behaviors used in Phase 1 were as follows; Bell ringing (used with Zeus and
Kya), defined as depressing the button in the center of a metal service bell using either a front
paw, nose, or mouth, Target touching (Boomer), defined as touching the nose to the ball on the
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end of the target stick and Back-up (used with Lil), defined as taking four or more steps straight
backwards with the front paws.
Phase 2- Extinction Period: The first extinction period consisted of the same general
arrangement, but no reinforcement was available. These sessions continued until the dogs’
response rate for the target behavior remained at 0 for at least the last 9 minutes of a session.
Phase 3-Alternate Behavior: During phase two, a new alternative behavior was established
through shaping, as before. Sessions remained ten minutes long, and the dog received a click
only if it performed an approximation to, or the complete new alternative behavior. The dog did
not receive reinforcement if it performed the previously trained target behavior (from Phase 2).
After shaping, when the alternative behavior was fully trained, sessions continued until the rate
of responses remained relatively stable. Whether or not the materials required to perform the
original target behavior were present or not during Phase 3 depended on the specific behavior
and dog. Subjects 1 and 2 (Zeus and Boomer) did not have the materials (discriminative
stimulus) present during Phase 3 (due to an inability to disassemble the bell or distraction).
Subjects 3 and 4 (Lil and Kya) did have the discriminative stimulus present during Phase 3.
The alternate behaviors used in Phase 3 were as follows. Target licking (used with Zeus
and Kya), defined as the tongue, but not the teeth coming into, and briefly out of contact with the
ball on the end of the target stick. Bell ringing (used with Boomer), defined as depressing the
button in the center of a metal service bell using either a front paw, nose, or mouth. And Circle
(used with Lil), defined as turning at least 350 degrees, starting and ending facing in the general
direction of the researcher.
Phase 4-Extinction Period: During the extinction phase, the dog underwent five, ten-minute
sessions with the materials, but no clicks or other reinforcers were delivered.
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Experiment II.
For the Experiment 2, Oreo, a dog with pre-existing problem behavior (begging) was
chosen to participate. Oreo’s begging was defined as being within 5ft of a person sitting on a
couch, with his body and gaze oriented towards the person or food item. While begging, Oreo
could be standing, sitting, jumping or lying down, and with or without vocalizing. The behavior
had an uncertain history of reinforcement, typical of most real-life situations. The owner helped
select the alternative behavior of the dog’s going and lying in a bed, one that he had never used
before. It is important to note that the topographies (way the behavior looks) of the begging
behavior and lying in bed behavior are very similar, with the bed laying behavior essentially
being begging from a marked location away from the dog’s trainer. All sessions took place in the
living room, where the problem behavior typically occurred.
Baseline (first session): Ten minutes of observational baseline data was collected. The baseline
occurred in the living room where the owner commonly sees the problem behavior.
Reinforcer Assessment and loading the clicker (second session): During this session, the delivery
of food items was identified as the consequence that typically follows emissions of the problem
behavior, and was chosen to be used as the reinforcer in the training sessions for the new
behavior. To facilitate this, the clicker was paired with the food reinforcer before the next phase
began.
Phase 1- During Phase 1, the dog was trained to perform a new behavior (laying in his bed). The
first sessions consisted of shaping the behavior, by using the loaded clicker as the reinforcer.
Once the targeted behavior was trained, sessions continued until the rate of responses remained
relatively stable for three sessions in a row.
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Phase 2- Extinction Period: The first extinction period consisted of the same set-up, but with no
reinforcement delivered for emitting the trained behavior. These sessions continued until the
dogs’ response rate decreased to the point where the behavior ceased to occur all together for at
least nine minutes of a complete session.
Phase 3- Extinction Period 2: This extinction period consisted of the same set-up as the baseline
condition, but with no reinforcement available for emitting either the problem or the trained
behavior. These sessions continued until the dogs’ rate of emitting the problem behavior
decreased and eventually ceased all together, this is where we expected to see a resurgence of the
previously trained behavior.
Phase 4- Capture Period: The capture period consisted of the same set-up as Phase 3, with
continued extinction of the problem behavior, but now with reinforcement available for emitting
the trained behavior. These sessions continued until the dogs’ rate of emitting the trained
behavior was restored to rates similar to the ones seen at the end of Phase 1. At the end of Phase
4, sessions with the dogs family present occurred.
Data Collection
The experimenter watched the video recordings of all sessions and recorded the
occurrences of both the target behavior and alternative behavior during all phases. All sessions
were recorded with video and sound. Each occurrence of the behavior was recorded during 10minute sessions. During the experiment, the researcher sat either on the floor, a couch or a chair,
3-6 feet from the materials required for the dog to perform the trained behaviors.
For Experiment 1 each 10-minute session was broken down into minutes. The
experimenter counted the number of responses that occurred during each minute of the session
and recorded it in excel. The experimenter looked at both the two behaviors and recorded the
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number of times that the dog was reinforced. For Experiment 2 the experiment counted the total
time that the dog spent engaging in either the begging behavior or the laying in bed
behavior/approximations to the laying in bed behavior using a stopwatch.
A second experimenter viewed and scored one session from each phase for each dog, and
the baseline for Oreo, making 21 sessions total. The counts from these sessions were then
compared to those of the first experimenter to establish interobserver reliability for each dog.
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Results
Experiment 1

Figure 2. Shows the number of responses (of the two trained behaviors) for the dogs in Experiment
1. The Orange line represents the first behavior trained in Phase 1 and the blue line represents the
second behavior trained during Phase 3. Triangles represent sessions that were also scored by a
23
second observer to establish interobserver reliability.

All of the subjects in Experiment 1 participated in a paired stimulus preference
assessment. This preference assessment consisted of 24 presentations where each food item was
presented with each of the other possible food items (4 food items total), four times. Subjects 1
and 2 (Zeus and Boomer) had carrots pieces, cucumber pieces, kibble and black beans presented
in their preference assessments. Zeus chose cucumber 75% of the time it was presented, carrot
66.66%, black beans 25% and kibble 33.33%. Boomer chose carrot 83.33% of the time it was
presented, cucumber 66.66 %, black beans 33.33% and kibble 16.66%. A one to one mix of
small carrot pieces and small cucumber slices were initially selected to be used as a reinforcer for
both subjects (Zeus and Boomer). Boomer’s reinforcer was later switched to chicken during his
8th session in phase 1 due to a suspected low reinforcing value of the vegetable pieces. Subjects 3
and 4 (Lil and Kya) had kibble, chicken, carrots and hard-boiled egg presented during their
preference assessments. Lil chose egg 58.33% of the time it was presented, carrot 50%, chicken
50%, and kibble 41.66%. Lil however, had a strong left side preference as she chose the item to
the left of her 87.5% of the time. Lil seemed very eager to take any food items and the owner
was concerned about her weight so a ten to one kibble chicken mix was chosen to be used as her
reinforcer. Kya chose chicken 83.33% of the time it was presented, egg 58.33%, carrot 33.33%,
and kibble 25%. Chicken was chosen to be used as her reinforcer.
The baseline session confirms that the dogs either did not already engage in the proposed
behaviors to be trained, or in the case of one dog (Boomer), engaged in the behaviors at very low
rates. During phase one all the dogs learned their target behavior. Throughout the sessions in
Phase one the dogs engaged in the target behavior at increasingly high rates until they seemed to
level off. Phase two consisted of the extinction of the target behavior which is demonstrated by
the sharp decrease in target behavior responses. Phase two continued until the dog did not engage
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in the target behavior for a full session. In phase 3 the dogs learned the second behavior which
can be seen as the dogs engaging in the second behavior at increasingly high rates until they
seemed to level off. The presence of the original target behavior was dependent on whether or
not the target behavior stimulus (bell, target) was present during phase three. This varied
depending on each dog’s situation. Phase four consisted of the resurgence testing, during which
both behaviors were put on extinction. All of the dogs except Lil engaged in the original target
behavior more times than they did at the end of phase two. However, the response was very
weak (occurred only a couple of times) and was once again extinguished within only a couple
sessions.
Subject 1 (Zeus) did not ring the bell or lick the target at all during the baseline
session. Over the fifteen sessions of Phase 1, for when ringing the bell was reinforced, Zeus was
reinforced 75, 72 and 69 bell rings during his last three sessions in the phase. Though the target
was present throughout Phase 1, Zeus never licked it. During Phase 2 (extinction of bell-ringing),
Zeus rang the bell 120 times during the first session and not at all during the last two sessions of
the phase (five sessions total). During Phase 3 the subject was taught to lick the target while the
bell was not present. This phase lasted nine sessions. During the final three sessions of this
phase, Zeus licked the target 58, 59 and 61 times. Phase 4 (resurgence testing) resulted in a
modest recurrence of bell ringing, with Zeus engaging in the behavior 13 times during only the
first session. One session from each phase was observed by a second researcher to establish
interobserver reliability (IOR). The average IOR for Zeus’s four sessions was 96.67 percent.
Subject 2 (Boomer) engaged in the target behavior, before being explicitly trained to do
so, two times during his baseline session. He then participated in fifteen Phase 1 sessions. His
target touching behavior was reinforced 68, >16 (an incomplete count due to a video recording
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error), and 58 times in the last three sessions of this phase. During Phase 2, Boomer’s targettouching was extinguished over the course of seven sessions. He then participated in twenty-two
sessions of Phase 3. The target was not present for the first half of the phase. Boomer’s bellringing was reinforced 63, 65, and 66 times during the last three sessions of this phase.
Subsequently, during the first two sessions of Phase 4, Boomer engaged in target-touching only
two times. The average IOR for four of Boomer’s sessions (one from each phase) was 84.82
percent.
Subject 3 (Lil) did not emit either of the behaviors-to-be-trained during her baseline
session. She then participated in twelve Phase 1 sessions in which she was taught to back up
more than four steps. This behavior occurred and was reinforced 74, 70, and 58 times during the
last three sessions of this phase. During Phase 2, Lil’s backing up behavior was extinguished
until it stopped altogether for a whole session. During Phase 3, with the back-up behavior still
under extinction, it nonetheless occurred 10 to 20 times during the first five sessions of the
phase. Her rate of the backing-up ceased altogether right before Lil started engaging in the full
circle behavior being training during this phase. Lil’s circling behavior was reinforced 58, 58,
and >55 times during the last three sessions of the phase. During Phase 4 Lil never engaged in
the back-up behavior. The average IOR for four of Lil’s sessions (one from each phase) was
94.44 percent.
Subject 4 (Kya) did not engage in either of the chosen behaviors-to-be-trained during her
baseline session. She participated in sixteen Phase 1 sessions where she was taught to ring the
bell. During the last three Phase 1 sessions Kya was reinforced for ringing the bell 126, 124 and
141 times. Phase 2 lasted for five sessions and ended after Kya rang the bell 0 times during a
session. During Phase 3 Kya learned to lick the target. The bell was present during this phase,
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but it was broken. Kya engaged in target-licking behavior >149, 154, and 159 times during the
last three sessions of Phase 3. The bell was present during phase 3 but it was broken and no
longer produced a ringing noise. During the first session of Phase 4, Kya emitted the bell-ringing
behavior just 3 times. The average IOR for four of Kya’s sessions (one from each phase) was
99.14 percent.
Experiment II

Session
w/Owner

Figure 3. Shows the time that Subject 5 (Oreo) spent engaging in his trained behaviors and his begging
behavior. The time is reported in minutes, there were 10 minutes in each session.
During the baseline session Subject 5 (Oreo) engaged in his unwanted begging behavior
for 7.03 minutes of the 10-minute session and did not engage in the proposed alternative
behavior (lying in bed) at all. In phase one Oreo was taught to lay in his bed instead of begging
at the couch. This phase lasted for nineteen sessions and during the last three sessions of the
phase Oreo spent 6.65, 5.55, and 6.25 minutes (out of 10) laying his bed. During these sessions,
the majority of the time not spent laying in his bed was spent collecting his reinforcers and
returning to his bed. Oreo then participated in nine phase 2 sessions where his lying in bed
behavior was put on extinction (reinforcement was no longer available). His begging behavior
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returned during this phase while the time he spent laying in his bed decreased. During Phase 3,
lying in bed was extinguished. The behavior persisted for nine sessions during which it occurred
for at least 4 minutes of each session. By the end of Phase 3, the lying in bed behavior stopped
altogether and begging returned at a rate slightly higher (8.02 minutes) than the baseline rate.
During phase four the researcher was able to recapture the lying in bed behavior. With
reinforcement reinstated, the time spent lying in bed increased again to 6.55 minutes, with 0
minutes spent engaging in the problem behavior (begging). The reinstated lying in bed behavior
continued with the owner taking the researcher’s place, and then with the entire family and other
dogs present. During these last two sessions Oreo engaged in his lying in bed behavior for 5.9
and 5.2 minutes. Although his begging behavior did return with the reintroduction of his owner
and family, he only engaged in it during the first couple minutes of the two sessions. The average
IOR for Oreo’s sessions (one from each phase, plus baseline) was 88.64 percent.
Discussion
The first two experiments of the present study were designed as systematic replications of
earlier laboratory studies on the phenomenon of resurgence. Although similar in the procedures
used, Experiments 1 and 2 had results very different from each other, and from those previously
reported in the literature. Experiment 1 did not result in clear resurgence of previously reinforced
behaviors by any of the subjects. These results are inconsistent with earlier published
experimental findings on resurgence. Experiment 2 did result in a resurgence of an original
problem behavior (begging) with an uncertain history.
A Continuous (CRF) or Fixed Ratio 1 (FR1), schedule of reinforcement was chosen for
this experiment because it was the schedule used most in studies concerned with dog training
with a clicker (Chiandettia, Fongaroa & Cerrib 2016). The original experiments that established
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the phenomenon of resurgence used Variable Interval (VI) schedules of reinforcement to
maintain the experimenter-targeted patterns of behavior. Under the continuous (FR1) schedule of
reinforcement, the dogs may have recognized that reinforcement was no longer available during
the extinction phases much sooner than they would have under a VI schedule. Therefore, using a
VI schedule in the present study instead of the FR1 schedule might well have resulted in less
ambiguous or more robust resurgence.
Another possible explanation for the lack of clear resurgence in all the dogs that
participated in Experiment 1 was the presence of the extinction period (Phase 2 of the present
experiment) before reinforcement was available for the alternate behavior, or for successive
approximations to the alternate behavior (Phase 3). Rawson et. al. (1977) found that when
reinforcement was not available for pressing either lever during Phase 2, recovery of lever A
pressing during Phase 3 was significantly weaker than it was for groups that had experienced
reinforcement for Lever B pressing, missing levers, or no sessions during Phase 2. Leitenberg,
Rawson & Bath (1970) also found that extinction during Phase 2 did not produce resurgence
while reinforcing an alternative behavior during Phase 2 did. In the present experiment, the dogs
experienced an extinction condition identical to the previously mentioned studies (Rawson et. al
1997, Leitenberg, et al. 1970) for three to seven sessions before being reinforced for the alternate
behavior during Phase 3. It is possible that the presence of this extinction phase has a larger
impact on resurgence than the following phase of alternate reinforcement. Additionally,
Schepers & Bouton (2015) were able to weaken the effect of resurgence by alternating sessions
of extinction and alternate reinforcement during their first extinction period. This further
supports the idea that the experience of identical extinction conditions imposed on both of the
trained repertoires, resulted in less than robust resurgence.
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The home setting where the experiments occurred was very different from the highly
controlled experimental settings in which laboratory experiments are typically conducted. In
their homes, the dogs had many distractions, as well as the freedom to leave the sessions at any
time. During sessions the subject dogs were exposed to vocalizations from other dogs in the
household, other dogs or owners were sometimes present, owners sometimes cooked meals in a
nearby room, people walked past the home visible outside of windows, and familiar toys
remained available throughout in the testing area. During the extinction phases, all of the dogs
chose to leave the experimental area at least once.
There were many possible sources of error during the data collection phase including
equipment malfunctions, human error in counting, and potential observer bias. A few times
during data collection recording the video camera stopped recording. These instances were noted
in the data and on the graphs. Due to these equipment failures, the exact numbers of reinforcers
delivered during those few sessions are unknown. Therefore, the exact history of reinforcement
for the trained behaviors was not knowable, although it could be estimated based on the number
of occurrences per minute for data recorded before the failure. The data collection was
performed by the investigator’s playing video recordings of the sessions and counting
occurrences of the behaviors. Because this system was not automated, there was room for error
in the observer’s counts. Additionally, the same researcher conducted the sessions with the dogs
and recorded the data. This could have led to an unintentional bias in the recorded results. These
sources of potential error were mitigated by having a second researcher make independent
observations and counts of data from selected sessions and verifying that interobserver reliability
was high (84 to 99 percent for each dog).
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For Subjects 1 and 4 (Zeus and Kya), there were times where the bell was rung a couple
of times in rapid succession before the researcher was able to deliver a reinforcer. This may have
mimicked a VI schedule and accordingly contributed to the very high number of bell rings seen
during the first session of Phase 2. More importantly, this might possibly account for why there
were more bell rings than target licks during the first session of Phase 4 for Zeus. Unfortunately,
the bell was not present during Phase 3 with Zeus, so its sudden reintroduction during Phase 4
may have functioned effectively as a discriminative stimulus for resuming the previously
established bell-ringing behavior. In this regard, the procedural arrangement here comprised an
ABAB reversal design, and would have been expected to produce stronger resurgence than if the
bell had been present during Phase 3 (Kincaid, Lattal & Spence 2015). This may be why Zeus
rang the bell more than Kya during Phase 4, despite having lower rates of responding during
Phase 1. Moreover, the conditioned reinforcers for the bell ringing behavior (the sound of the
bell itself) and for the target lick (the clicks preceding hand-delivered food treats) were different,
further complicating the interpretation of whether or not the recurrence of bell-ringing by these
subjects during Phase 4 actually represented the phenomenon of resurgence.
Additionally, the same conditioned reinforcers for bell ringing were not presented to all
dogs that used the bells during their respective extinction phases. For Kya, the bell was present
but disabled during extinction. Thus, Zeus experienced extinction of the conditioned reinforcer
(the bell ring) only during phase 4, while Kya experienced it earlier, in phase 2. This along with
the reintroduction of the bell during phase 4 may explain why Zeus emitted more bell ringing
than Kya during the final phase.
As noted above, another variable in this study that differed from those in the original
studies and may have affected the dogs who learned to ring the bell, was having different
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conditioned reinforcers for the two behaviors. The sound of the bell ringing acted as a programintrinsic conditioned reinforcer for the bell ring behavior (i.e., the bell’s sound was a direct
outcome of the behavior itself), while the sound of the clicker (an outcome of behavior by the
observer) was the conditioned reinforcer for the target-licking behavior. Because the clicker was
operated by the researcher, it was likely much less accurate at marking the exact moment that the
dog engaged in the criterion behavior. This also led to occasional accidental reinforcements of
previous (out of succession) approximations, such as touching the target with mouth closed
instead of touching the target with the tongue, In turn, this might have contributed to a higher
number of non-criterion target lick-approximations during Phase 4. These non-criterion
approximations were not counted as target-licks during resurgence testing.
Another difficulty encountered in conducting experiments with dogs in their uncontrolled
home settings was ensuring that the reinforcers used were sufficiently potent at controlling their
behavior effectively. In laboratory studies, animal research subjects are typically deprived of
food for specified periods before sessions, to ensure the effectiveness of food deliveries as
potently reinforcing events during the experiments. In contrast, conducting similar experiments
with domestic subjects in their home environments usually precludes such food deprivation,
complicating the identification of potent food reinforcers for use in the procedures. As in studies
conducted with children, where any imposed food deprivation might be considered unethical,
alternative (though far less effective) methods of identifying foods for use as reinforcers include
so-called Reinforcer Preference or Reinforcer Choice tests (Fisher, et. al, 1992). In these
methods, subjects are presented with alternative foodstuffs in arrangements like “multiple choice
tests.” The choices are offered several times, with changes in the locations of the individual
choice items, and sometimes with changes in the actual foods presented. Accordingly, the
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subject is allowed to select one item from each array presented on the repeated trials, until the
investigator identifies a clear preference by the subject for any of the offered items – afterward,
the preferred item is used as a putative reinforcer. A version of these methods was employed in
the current study (see the Methods section, above).
For example, although Subject 2 (Boomer) selected carrots and cucumbers as his most
preferred food items during his preference assessment (preferred 83 perccnt and 66 percent of
the times they were presented), contingent access to these items alone may not have been
sufficiently potent to reinforce the subject’s behavior. During sessions where the cucumber/
carrot mix was used, he often left the session, spent time lying down or looking away, and was
not quick to take the reinforcer items from the researcher. Once this was rapparent, the food item
used in reinforcing his behavior was changed to small pieces of baked, unseasoned chicken.
Because of this, some of his early target touches were reinforced with presentations of carrots/
cucumbers but later with chicken bits, resulting in a different history of reinforcement for
touching the target (reinforced with carrots/cucumbers, and later with chicken) and ringing the
bell (reinforced exclusively with bits of chicken). The different reinforcers could have created
different contexts, which may have contributed to weaker resurgence. However, this would
contradict the findings of Winterbauer, et al (2013), who found that the type of food reinforcer
did not influence the strength of resurgence in their rats.
Subject 3 (Lil) did not engage in the “backing-up” behavior during phase four, but it did
occur many times in phase three. During Phase 3, Lil often engaged in her backing-up behavior
before turning in a partial circle (the criterion behavior for reinforcement during this phase).
This then turned into her taking backwards steps at an angle. It is possible that the original back-
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up behavior was shaped and incorporated into the “circling” behavior as a single chain rather
than remaining two functionally separate and distinct behaviors.
Experiment 2 did result in resurgence of Oreo’s original begging behavior. This occurred
after nine sessions of extinction. During these sessions, the lying-in-bed behavior slowly
decreased as the begging behavior returned slowly. It was not until the first session of Phase 3,
where the lying in bed behavior did not occur at all, that Oreo’s begging behavior returned to a
pre-Phase 2 level. This differs from the original laboratory experiments where, during the
extinction period, the highest rates of the original behavior occurred at the beginning of its
resurgence. Oreo’s lying in bed behavior may have persisted, while the time spent begging
slowly increased, because of the different histories of reinforcement for each behavior. Oreo’s
owner claimed to give him food from the couch only a couple times a week. This would have
comprised a very lean intermittent schedule of reinforcement for his begging behavior. His lying
in bed was reinforced every time it occurred initially (FR1 schedule), and then every time it
occurred for at least 15-20 seconds later on (a vareiable-time or VT schedule ).
Another factor that could have influenced Oreo's resurgence of tbegging is the similarity
of the topographies of “begging” and “lying in bed” (as noted above). While lying in bed, Oreo
spent the majority of the time staring at the researcher, with his body oriented towards the
researcher. Therefore, one could argue that begging itself never underwent extinction, and that
only the specific location of the begging did. This would possibly help explain the persistence of
the lying in bed begging during phase 2.
The results of Experiment 1, which used FR1 schedule of reinforcement for both
behaviors did not result in resurgence of the previously reinforced, then extinguished behavior.
Experiment 2, which had different schedules of reinforcement for a trained behavior and the
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designated problem behavior (begging) with an uncertain history of reinforcement did result in
clear resurgence of the previously reinforced, then extinguished behavior. The possibly different
effects of a putative intermittent versus CRF schedule of reinforcement on the resurgence of
previously reinforced behaviors is not currently documented in the literature (though, see
Winterbauer, Lucke, & Bouton, (2013) for differential effects of Variable Interval (VI) and
Random Interval (RI) schedules on resurgence). The results of Experiment 1 further suggest that
a history of intermittent reinforcement may be necessary for clear resurgence to occur.
Conducting Experiment 1 with a VI schedule of reinforcement like those implemented in the
original laboratory studies of resurgence, though less representative of real-life training
situations, might nonetheless result in the originally expected resurgence. This might prove the
most fruitful direction for this research to continue, as resurgence may still be likely to be an
important phenomenon to consider when designing behavior change programs for our pets.
It might also be beneficial to conduct Experiment 1 without Phase 2, i.e., establishing the
first repertoire, and immediately thereafter training the second target behavior, without an
interposed extinction of the first. On the one hand. if this change to the procedure were to result
in robust resurgence, then perhaps the standard DRA procedure commonly used to replace a
problem behavior with a more appropriate one is an injudicious treatment plan in those
situations where reinforcement of the alternative behavior cannot be, or is unlikely to be
continued. On the other hand, a thorough extinction period, followed by reinforcement of an
alternate behavior may be the key to reducing, or even preventing resurgence of the problem
behavior.
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In conclusion, resurgence is an important, yet often unrecognized phenomenon. The results of
this study and others like it in the extant literature, may prove useful to the dog training
community. With the growing popularity of training methods based on positive-reinforcement,
more pet trainers and owners are likely employing DRA-like procedures to reduce the problem
behaviors. Employing these procedures incorrectly is likely to result in the resurgence of the
problem behavior, an outcome that might pose a minor annoyance, or the threat of a potentially
dangerous behavior. Therefore, it is important to identify the exact conditions under which
resurgence occurs, and assure that our training procedures are arranged to avoid those particular
conditions.
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APPENDIX B
Owner Consent Form
Informed Consent Form for Dog Owners
The purpose of this form is to give consent for your pet to participate in the thesis project: Resurgence in
dogs. As a part of the approval process for the research, IACUC requires that owners are informed and
consent for research is freely granted by reviewing and signing the form below. This step should be
completed before an animal is used in any research activity.

Researcher: Monica Jones
Contact Number: (231)709-5444
IACUC application Number_371 Resurgence in dogs

I would like to include your dog in a research study designed to explore the resurgence of previously
reinforced behaviors in dogs.
You can ask questions about the purpose of the study, the possible risks and benefits, and anything else
about the research or this form that is not clear. When all of your questions are answered, you can decide
if you want your dog to be in the study or not.
Purpose of this Study
This study is being done to show resurgence, of previously trained behaviors in the home setting.
The dogs will be trained to preform two different harmless behaviors (approved by the dog’s owner).
Once the first behavior is trained it will be put on extinction (no longer rewarded), and then the second
behavior will be trained in its place. Then both behaviors will be no longer rewarded, and resurgence of
the first behavior is expected. The length of this process will be determined by the individual animals
learning speed, but should be no longer than a month.
You will approve both the potential food items to be used with your dog, and the behaviors that are to be
trained as part of the sessions.
Sessions will take place in your home, at agreed upon times.
There will be no compensation for participating in the study.
You will be provided with a copy of the approved IACUC application with this form.
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Volunteering your dog to this study is voluntary and you can withdraw permission and your dog from the
study at any time. You also understand that your dog can be withdrawn from the study if the investigators
find it necessary.

Name of Researcher

Signature

Date:

Owners’ Statement
This study has been explained to me. I agree that my dog can take part in this research. I have had
a chance to ask general questions about the research, with the researcher listed above. If I have additional
concerns, I can call Monica Jones at (231)709-5444, or her department at (906)227-2935. This study has
been reviewed and approved by the NMU IACUC. I will receive a copy of this consent form. I certify that
I am the legal owner or custodian of the dog.

Name of the subject

Owners signature:

Address:
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Date:

